
134 Soldering irons, stations, gas iron/torch, heat -shrink tubing.
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NEW Cordless soldering iron powered
by amazing Cold Heat' technology
Solder anywhere! Revolutionary new iron reaches full
soldering temperature in about one second. When you
complete a solder joint, the tip returns to room
temperature in about two seconds. Incredibly efficient, it
solders up to 1000 joints on a set of four "AA" batteries
(not included). Replaceable 51° -bevel conical tip. #64-2102*

Digitally controlled soldering station
Solder like a pro! Pushbutton controls make it easy to set
precise temperatures for any soldering job from 350° to
840°F (200° to 450°C). Features easy -reading temperature
display with selectable F or C readout, fast and slow
up/down temperature setting, LED power -on indicator,
and sturdy detachable iron holder with tip -cleaner sponge
in a pull-out drawer. Includes soldering iron and 1 2mm
conical tip. ETL listed. #64-2185*

Replacement 1.2mm conical tip. #910-3919*

Soldering workstation
with dual -powered iron
Includes everything you need to make soldering jobs go
smoother. Dual -powered iron handles most electronic
jobs-just flip a switch to go from 20 to 40 watts. Carbon
steel holder secures the iron when it's not in use and helps
prevent solder splatters and burn marks. Sponge pad
helps keep tip clean. "On" indicator light. #64-2184*
Pkg. of 2 light -duty replacement tips. #64-2089*

Pkg. of 3 assorted replacement tips. #64-2084*

Pencil soldering irons
(1) Versatile dual -wattage iron. Just flip the switch on
the handle to go from 15 to 30 watts. Use low setting for
fine work, high setting for soldering larger joints. #64-2055*
Replacement tip. #64-2065*

-e===.11.1111 (2) 15 -watt with grounded tip. Good choice for
integrated circuit work. #64-2051 *
Replacement tip. #64-2052*

(3) 40 -watt pencil iron. Ideal for larger jobs. Procuces
600-640°F. Screw -in 'A" tip. With safety stand. #64-2071*
Replacement tip. #64-2072*
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(4) 30 -watt pencil iron. #64-2067*
Replacement tip. #64-2065*

(5) 25 -watt pencil iron. 1/42" tip. #64-2070*
Replacement tip. #64-2073*

Heat -shrink tubing

(6) 36 -piece heat -shrink tubing set. Handy precut 1" length. Includes six each
of red and black in X" and 4" diameters; three each of white and blue in and
4" diameters. #278-1611

(7) 12 -pack of 6" heat -shrink tubing. Includes one each of le and %"
diameters; two each of /,", /E" and 1/4" diameter; and four A' diameter. #278-1627

(8) 12 -pack of 6" multicolor heat -shrink tubing. Red, white, blue and clear.
'A" to 'A" diameter. #278-1610

100 -watt
soldering
gun with light
Lots of power to make big jobs
easier. Ideal for soldering plugs
on cables. High-speed operation. Pull trigger and
the tip reaches full temperature in just seconds.
Built-in light illuminates work. #64-2193°

Cool -grip 30 -watt
soldering gun
The comfortable molded handle
is easy to hold and features a cool -grip design. This
value -priced iron is an excellent choice for your tool
box or workbench. #64-2066*
Replacement tip. #64-2065*

Dual -heat
soldering
gun with light
Versatile! Select 230 watts (up to
1100°F) for soldering metals such
as copper, tin or brass. Choose 150
watts (up to 950°F) for electrical and
general soldering. Dual -heat trigger switch-squeeze
to first position for low temperature, second for
high. Includes tip. #64-2187*

Extra tips for soldering guns
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(9) Fits Weller D440, 8200 and RadioShack's
earlier #64-2190. Pkg. of 2. #64-237*

(10) Fits Weller D550. Pkg. of 2. #64-234*
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Solder anywhere with this
gas -powered iron/torch
Adjustable heat output up to 1,300°F. This 50 -watt
equivalent iron provides up to 30 minutes
continuous use at mid setting. Refills quickly with
standard butane lighter fuel. Striker cap. Includes
conical lmm and torch tips. #64-2188*
Replacement conical 1mm soldering tip. #64-2189*

*California residents: WARNING: These products contain, or when used for soldering and similar applications produce,
chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects (or other reproductive harm).

Red numbers available only through www.RadioShack.com, by special order at our stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®. For shipping and pricing information, see page 3.


